TOWNSHIP 3 SOUTH, RANGE 10 WEST

1/4 Corner, Sections 24, T3S, R10W

Found iron pipe for corner with Oregon State Board of Forestry brass cap
#401, dated 1965; white 4" x 4" guard post

From which I found the following BT's:
  6' DF snag 20' tall bears S 08° E - 12.1 feet; scribed \( \frac{3}{4} S 25 \) BT
  with tag (by Oregon State).

  A Hemlock bears N 08° E - 27.5 feet (possible original BT); scribed
  by Oregon State \( \frac{3}{4} S 24 \) BT RS 401.

June, 1969 Found by: Stan Benson, LFCo.

Section Corner, Sections 24/12, T3S, R9W and 10W

25/30

Found 1 1/2" iron pipe with Oregon State Board of Forestry brass cap, for
corner.

"1958 - RS 401"

From which I found the following BT's:

  12" Spruce bears N 57° W 14 feet
  20' D. Fir snag bears N 52° W 127.0 feet

Also found white guard post with #465.
Corner sets approximately 75' north of Bunn Creek.
Corner sets 15' south of dirt road to Longview Fibre Co. property.


NE 1/16 Corner, Section 25, T3S, R10W

Found 1 1/2" pipe with brass cap for corner, marked as follows:
"Ore. State Bd. of Forestry RS 707 - 1965 - T3S, R10W"

From which I found the following BT's:

  11" Hemlock bears N 70°2' W 12.75 feet; scribed "NE 1/16 S25 BT"
  2

  18" Hemlock bears N 54°2' E 20.8 feet; scribed "NE 1/16 S25 BT" (tag)

July 9, 1969 Found by: Stan Benson, LFCo.